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TROUBLESHOOTING
Place grease filters in the dishwasher. Select the most
powerful washing grogram and highest temperature, at least 65.
Refit the grease filters when they are dry. When washing the
metal grease filter in the dishwasher a slight discolouration of
the filter can be occur, this does not have any impact on its
performance.

Problem

Remedy

The cooker hood will not start

Check that the hood is connected to an electrical supply
Check that a fan speed has been selected

The Rangehood is not working Check that the fan speed is set high enough for the task
The grease filters are clean
The kitchen is adequately vented to allow the entry of fresh air
If set up for recirculation, check that the charcoal filter is still effective

Changing the lamps
Lamps are long life LED lamps and should not require
service. If there is an issue with lamp please contact
the Service Center, Service contact details shown on
page 12.

Charcoal filter
The charcoal filter should only be used if you want
to use the cooker hood in the recirculating mode.
This filter cannot be cleaned or re-used and as a
general rule, the activated charcoal filter should be
changed one every 2 months.
To fit the filter, lock it until stop click is heard
Pulling out each latch, tilt the filter down and remove

If set up for extraction, check that the duct and outlets are not blocked
Do not operate cooktop without pots/pans
Do not flambe under cooktop
The rangehood has switched
off during operation

The safety cut-out device has been tripped-turn off the hob and wait for the device
to reset. If the hood has been installed below the heights indicated in the installation
instructions the motor will cut out frequently which will damage the hood

If you have completed all the above checks and are still
experiencing difficulty, please contact your local Electrolux
Service Centre.
Note: This product is fitted with a safety cutout device.
If the rangehood is installed too close to the cooker top,
flambe cooking, operating the cooktop without cooking
utensils and blocked filters may activate the safety
cutout device. If the hood stops during operation,
correct the faults and allow time for the safety cutout device to
reset. Then the rangehood will function correctly.
Do not operate cooktop without pots/pans
Do not flambe under cooktop
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